
EVENT: DOLLY RELAY 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Patriot Place Ramp 
JCHIP MAT Location- Outside Patriot Place Ramp (Mat 2 on Overhead Map)  
 

Dolly Relay - The Dolly relay will start at the JCHIP Mat located Outside Patriot Place Ramp (Mat 

2 on Overhead Map). Each team will be equipped with one moving dolly and two lengths of 

rope attached to either end. On go the Team will run to the Patriots Place Ramp. One person 

will run up the length of the ramp with one end of the rope in hand the other end of the rope 

will be held be a person at the bottom of the ramp. Once the first competitor makes it to the 

top of the ramp he/she will have to pull a second competitor up the ramp using the rope & 

Dolly. Once the second competitor has been pulled up the length of the ramp the Team will pull 

the Dolly back to the remaining Team members. As soon is the Dolly has been pulled back to 

the original start location competitors 1 & 2 will work together to pull up competitor 3. This 

process will repeat itself until all the competitors have been pulled up each individual section of 

ramps and reach the top of the stadium. Once the entire Team makes it to the top of the 

stadium they will run down the ramp back to the JCHIP timing mat to complete this event.  

Special Notes 

 Once a person has been pulled to the top of the ramp they can then assist an help pull 

the rest of their Team up the ramp 

 Only one person at a time can be pulled on a Dolly 

 This is a Team competition. All Team members must start the event and finish the event 

together  

 Leave Dolly at top of the ramps. Don not run down the ramps with the Dolly 

 

Number of Volunteers:  2 Metro, 2 Special Olympics 

Equipment Needs:  7 Dollies, 2 cones, 5 rope, 2 cones, 1 Golf Cart 

 

 



 

EVENT: TRESCA CEMENT TRUCK PULL & TIRE FLIP 

THIS IS AN ENTIRE TEAM EVENT ALL 15 MEMBERS 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Lot 5 
JCHIP MAT Location- Outside Patriot Place Ramp (Mat 2 on Overhead Map) 
 
Tresca Cement Truck Pull & Tire Flip- The Cement Truck Pull will start at the JCHIP Mat located 

Outside Patriot Place Ramp (Mat 2 on Overhead Map). Each Team will run from the JCHIP 

timing mat to their assigned truck/tire location. The Team must pull their truck to each 

designated truck stop location. Once at the stop location the Team must run back to their tire 

and flip it to the truck stop location. This alternating process of truck pulling and tiring flipping 

will be continued the entire length of the course. Once both the truck and the tire are at the 

last truck stop location the Team must run back to the JCHIP timing mat location to complete 

this event.  

Special Note- 

 This is an Entire Team Event all 15 members 

 Bearcat pull. If Cement Truck is too heavy to pull the teams may opt out of pulling the 
Cement Truck and pull the Bearcat. If a Team chooses to pull a Bearcat they will be 
assessed a 10 minute penalty. 

 Designated truck stop location are marked with cones 

 This is a Team competition. All Team members must start the event and finish the event 

together  

 

Number of Volunteers:  2 Metro  

Equipment Needs:  5 ropes, 5 tires, 20 cones 

 

 
 

 

 



EVENT: SAND PILE MIGRATION 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.  . 

Event Location- Parking Lot 8 
JCHIP MAT Location- Outside U-Bid Ramp (Mat 4 on Overhead Map) 
 

Sand Pile Migration- The Sand Pile Migration will start at the JCHIP Mat located Outside U-Bid 

Ramp (Mat 4 on Overhead Map. Each Team will run from the JCHIP timing mat to their assigned 

sand pile location. Teams will start in front of their sand piles equipped with 5 shovels, 2 push 

brooms and 10 pails. Teams will have to move the entire sand pile from the start location to the 

finish location using the pails. Once the entire pile has been moved the Team must run back to 

the JCHIP timing mat location to complete this event.  

Special Note- 

 Teams must make every effort to sweep up and move their entire pile 

 If a Team drops a bucket they must sweep up the spill 

 This is a Team competition. All Team members must start the event and finish the event 

together  

Number of Volunteers:  2 Metro, 2 Special Olympics 

Equipment Needs:  5 sand piles, shovels, barrels, bobcat, brooms 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EVENT: SAND BAG (WHEEL BARREL) 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Travel up U-Bid ramp to the 300 level.  Follow the 300 level concourse to the 
Bank of America Ramp.  Travel down the ramp to the 100 level concourse.  Follow the 100 level 
concourse back to the U-Bid ramp and exit out to the JCHIP mat. 
JCHIP MAT Location- Outside U-Bid Ramp (Mat 4 on Overhead Map)-   
 

Sand Bag (Wheel Barrel Stroll)- The Wheel Barrel Stroll will start at the JCHIP Mat located 

Outside U-Bid Ramp (Mat 4 on Overhead Map). Each Team will run from the JCHIP timing mat 

to their assigned wheel barrel location. At each wheel barrel location Teams will find one wheel 

barrel and 10 sand bags. Teams must navigate the entire course carry or wheeling all the sand 

bags. Once the sand bags have been moved through the entire course the Team must run back 

to the JCHIP timing mat location to complete this event. 

Special Note- 

 Teams must not overload the wheel barrels. If the wheel barrels break they will have to 

move their sand bags by hand and will be assessed a 5 minute time penalty. 

 This is a Team competition. All Team members must start the event and finish the event 

together  

 SEE MAP 

Number of volunteers:  3 Metro, 3 Special Olympics 

Equipment Needs:  sandbags, 5 wheel barrels, cones, Golf Cart 

Course Identifier: Orange Pumpkins’  

 

 

 

 

 

 



EVENT: KEG RELAY 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Stadium Field 
JCHIP MAT Location- Opposite Lot 5 (mat 3 on overhead map)  
  
Keg Relay- The Keg Relay will start at the JCHIP Mat located Opposite Lot 5 (mat 3 on overhead 

map). Each Team will run from the JCHIP timing mat to their assigned keg location. Teams will 

run onto the football field align themselves next to an orange cone. First competitor will stand 

next to the kegs in the end zone. The next competitor will stand on the 10y, then 20y,then 30y 

all the way down the field stopping on the opposite goal line. Before moving any keg all 

competitors must be on their respect yard marker. Once all competitors are in place the relay 

can begin. 1st competitor will pick up a keg from the end zone and run to his/her teammate 

standing on the 10y line. That competitor will then run his/her keg to the 20y line and in 

succession move the keg all the way down the field until the anchor person puts all the kegs in 

the back of his/her end zone. Once all the kegs have been moved down the field they will then 

be returned relay style all the way back to the original start location. Once the kegs have been 

moved through the entire course the Team must run back to the JCHIP timing mat location to 

complete this event. 

Special Note- 

 All players must aligned on their specific yard marker before the kegs can be moved 

 Only one keg can be moved at a time 

 All Kegs must be moved from one end zone and then back to the original start end zone 

 This is a Team competition. All Team members must start the event and finish the event 

together  

Number of volunteers:  5 Metro, 3 Special Olympics 

Equipment Needs:  50 Kegs, 50 small soccer cones,  

Course Identifier: Beer Kegs 

 

 

 



EVENT: STRETCHER (STOKES BASKET) 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Enter stadium in E-3 Blowout. Travel up to the 300 level. Follow 300 level to 
the W-3 Blowout. Run down the W-3 stairs to the 100 level.  Follow the 100 level concourse 
back to the E-3 Blowout and exit out to the JCHIP mat. 
JCHIP MAT Location- Opposite Lot 5 (Mat 3 on overhead map) 
 
Stretcher (Stokes Basket) - The Stretcher Relay will start at the JCHIP Mat located Opposite Lot 

5 (mat 3 on overhead map) . Each Team will run from the JCHIP timing mat to their assigned 

stretcher location. Teams will place one member of their team in the stokes basket and 

navigate through the stadium on a designated course. Once the stokes basket has moved 

through the entire course the Team must run back to the JCHIP timing mat location to complete 

this event. 

Special Note- 

 One member of the Team has to be carried in the Stokes basket at all times 

 You can rotate the individual being carried 

 This is a Team competition. All Team members must start the event and finish the event 

together  

 SEE MAP 

Number of volunteers:  2 Metro, 4 Special Olympics 

Equipment Needs:  5 stretchers 

Course Identifier: White Ghosts’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EVENT: OPERATIONS 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Run up the stairs to section 105. Follow concourse to section 112. Run down 
section 112 back to field level, then return to the Operations table location. 
JCHIP MAT Location- Field access road, inside stadium under bridge (mat 1 on overhead map) 
 
Operation- Operation will start at the JCHIP Mat located Field access road, inside stadium 

under bridge (mat 1 on overhead map). Each Team will run from the JCHIP timing mat to their 

assigned puzzle challenge location. At each puzzle challenge location there will be a Operations 

Board Game, Kettle Bell, Giant Tire and Sledge Hammer. Each competitor will take a turn 

picking up the kettle bell and running the designated course. Once returning from their run 

they will put down the kettle bell and proceed to the Operations table. The competitor will try 

and remove one piece from the Operations board game. If the competitor does not successfully 

remove the piece it remains in the board game. Once the pieces have been removed from the 

board game the Team must run back to the JCHIP timing mat location to complete this event.  

(While the competitor is running the kettle bell course two members of the Team must 

continually conduct sledge hammer strikes to the giant tire.) 

Special Note- 

 Competitors must carry kettle bell while running the course 

 2 Competitors must continually strike the tire using the sledge hammer 

Number of volunteers:  2 Metro, 2 Special Olympics 
Equipment Needs: 5 games, 30 AA batteries, 5 folding tables, 5 tires, 5 sledge hammers, 5 
traffic cones, 5 25lb Sand Bags 
Course Identifier: Purple Bats  
 

 

 

 

 

 



EVENT: FINAL RUN 

THIS IS AN ENTIRE TEAM EVENT ALL 15 MEMBERS 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Follow Red Arrows 
JCHIP MAT Location- Field access road, inside stadium under bridge (mat 1 on overhead map) 
  
Final Run- The Final Run will start at the JCHIP Mat located Ribbon Course. Each Team will run 

from the JCHIP timing mat and navigate the final run course. Along the course there will cache's 

of American Flags that each Team member will retrieve.  Once completing the course the Team 

must run back to the JCHIP timing mat location to complete this event.   

Special Note- 

 Competitors must carry kettle bell while running the course 

Number of volunteers: All hands on deck along course 

Equipment Needs: Red Arrows 

Course Identifier: Red Arrows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EVENT: MANIAC LOG 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Practice Bubble  
JCHIP MAT Location- Between practice bubble and practice field (Mat 5 on Overhead Map) 
 

Maniac Log Challenge- The Log Challenge will start at the JCHIP Mat located Between practice 

bubble and practice field (Mat 5 on Overhead Map). Each Team will run from the JCHIP timing 

mat to their assigned log challenge location. Teams will retrieve their logs and navigate the 

designated course. Once completing the course the Team must run back to the JCHIP timing 

mat location to complete this event.   

Number of volunteers: 2 Metro  

Equipment Needs:  Maniac Log 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EVENT: SUPER TAG 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Practice Field 
JCHIP MAT Location- There is not JCHIP Mat for this event 
 

Super Tag- JCHIP timing mats will NOT be used for this event but this will be a timed event. All 

Competitors will be given a belt with 2 velcro flags attached. These flags must hang freely from 

the belt and cannot be manipulated in such a way so the flags cannot be easily pulled from the 

belt. Each Team will directed to different corners of the arena. On the "Go" Teams must pull the 

flags from their opponent’s belts. Teams must try and pull the flags from their opponents belt 

as quickly as possible while avoiding their flags from being pulled. The last Team standing wins. 

Once your flags are pulled you must sit where you were tagged. Competitors sitting on the 

ground ARE eligible to pull flags if opponents get close enough to them. These individuals are 

not allowed to move and can only pull flags within an arms distance of their immediate area. 

Special Note- 

 There will be NO flag guarding. You cannot block or shield your flag from being pulled 

 The only way to prevent your flag from being pulled is by running away and evading 

your opponent 

 If you are caught flag guarding Game Officials will pull your flag and you will be asked to 

sit 

 Competitors who are sitting can pull flags but must remain stationary 

Number of volunteers:  2 Metro  

Equipment Needs:  50 belts with flags, stop watch  

 

 

 

 

 



EVENT: PUZZLE CHALLENGE 

THIS IS A 10 PERSON EVENT 

All events will start and finish at the JCHIP timing mats. All Team Members must start and finish 

each event or the Team will be disqualified. Your time will not start or stop until you cross over 

the mat.   

Event Location- Section 301 last row, Section 339 last row, Section 115 last row, section 142 
last row, section 330 video booth 

JCHIP MAT Location- Between practice bubble and practice field (mat 5 on overhead map) 
 

Puzzle Challenge- The Puzzle Challenge will start at the JCHIP Mat located practice bubble and 

practice field (mat 5 on overhead map). Each Team will be given a stadium map with 5 locations 

denoted on the map. As a Team you will have to run to each of the 5 designated areas and pick 

up your Team puzzle bags. Inside each bag will contain puzzle pieces.  After running to all 5 

locations the Team will make their way back to the puzzle assembly area located next to the 

JCHIP starting map. Teams will empty their puzzle bags and assemble theirs puzzles. Once the 

puzzle is complete the Team must run back to the JCHIP timing mat location to complete this 

event. 

Special Note- 

 Teams cannot open the bags or assemble the puzzle until they reach the assembly 

area 

 You must run the course as a Team. YOU CANNOT SPLIT YOUR TEAM UP! 

Number of volunteers:  2 Metro, 5 Special Olympics 

Equipment Needs: maps, 30 zip-lock bags, colored paper, puzzles, 2 golf carts 

 


